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Abstract

A popular signal processing technique for beam position
measurements uses the principle of amplitude-modulation -to-
phase-modulation (AM/PM) conversion and phase detection.
This technique processes position-sensitive beam-image-
current probe-signals into output signals that are proportional
to the beam's position.  These same probe signals may be
summed and processed in a different fashion to provide output
signals that are proportional to the peak beam current.  This
paper derives the transfer functions for the AM/PM beam
position and peak beam current processors.

I.  INTRODUCTION

Presently, there are several techniques that process signals
from position-sensitive beam-image-current probes into wide-
bandwidth signals proportional to charged particle beam
positions and peak current.  One of the more popular
techniques uses a double balanced mixer (DBM) as a
component in a AM/PM beam-position processor and peak
beam current or intensity detector [1,2].  The DBM is used as
a phase detector in the beam position processor and a
synchronous detector in the peak current processor.  Fig. 1 and
5 show simplified schematics of theses two processors.

The processor initially filters and amplifies opposite
probe-lobe signals (e.g., top and bottom lobes) to provide
optimum measurement signal-to-noise characteristics.  The
amplitude ratio of these signals is then converted to a phase
difference using an AM/PM circuit.  The input signals to the
AM/PM circuit are

VT sin ω RFt + 0( ) (1a)

and

VB sin ω RFt + π 2( ) (1b)

where VT  and VB  are the amplitudes of a specific
fundamental or harmonic component of the beam bunching
frequency, ω RF .   The π 2  phase delay in the bottom lobe's
signal is required for the correct operation of the  particular
AM/PM circuit realization shown in Fig. 1.  The phase
difference between the two AM/PM-circuit-output ports,
∆θ , is

∆θ = 2 arctan 10R 20( ) − π 2 (2)

where R dB( ) = 20 log VT VB( ) [2,3].  This AM/PM output-
phase difference is measured by a DBM.  Because of the
inherent amplitude sensitivity of the DBM to amplitude
variations, limiting amplifiers or limiters are used to stabilize
the signal amplitudes to the DBM input ports in both the
position and peak-current processors.  These limiters are key
components to an accurate AM/PM beam-position processor

and must have minimal amplitude and phase delay variations
throughout their dynamic range.  A low pass filter (LPF)
between the output amplifier and DBM removes all
intermediate frequency (IF) signal components that are
generated by limiter output-signals and DBM "mixing"
process so that the processor's output signal is only
proportional to the beam's position.

In the following analysis, only the DC transfer function
will be considered.  To add the transient behavior of these
circuits, the temporal response of the final multi-pole low-
pass-filter must be added to the position- and current-
processor output equations.
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Figure 1:  This schematic is a AM/PM beam-position
processor.  The DBM has two input ports commonly known as
the local oscillator (LO) and radio frequency (RF) ports and an
output IF port.

II.  GENERAL DBM OPERATION

The DBM is a three port device consisting of two
transformers whose primary and secondary windings are
connected to two input ports and a bridge diode circuit,
respectively (see Fig. 2).  The DBM output port produces a
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Figure 2:  DBM schematic with a limiter amplifier driving the
LO port and a terminating resistor across the output IF port.

current through a termination resistor connected between the
center taps of the two secondary transformer-windings.  As the
sign changes on either the LO or RF input ports, currents are
conducted through the appropriate diodes in the bridge circuit
and through the termination resistor to produce an output
voltage, v0 t( ) .

The LO port is near saturation (as defined by the limiter
drive circuitry and the DBM diodes in  saturation), the
resulting signal provides a square wave switching function
described by



S(t) = 2
sin nπ 2( )

nπ 2 cos nω LOt + θLO( )
n=1

∞

∑ .    (3)

If the RF port is not saturated, its signal is

vRF (t) = VRF cos ω RFt + θRF( ). (4)

The resultant IF-output-port signal is the multiplication of
these two input port signals [4].  Processing at a single
frequency (i.e., let ωLO = ωRF = ω )  and folding the left
frequency-domain components into the right components,
therefore providing an additional factor of two, the unfiltered
IF-output-port signal, v0 t( ) , is

v0 t( ) = 8
π VRF cos ωt + θRF( )

sin nπ 2( )
n

n=1

∞

∑ cos nωt + θLO( ) . (5)

By employing a trigonometric identity, the two cosine terms
with different arguments in Eq. (5) are separated into sum and
difference frequency and phase terms and, v0 t( )  becomes

v0 t( ) = 8
π VRF

sin nπ 2( )
n cos ω − nω( )t +([{

n−1

∞

∑ θ( RF −

θLO ))] + cos ω + nω( )t + θRF + θLO( )[ ]} . (6)

Since only the fundamental components are used for the
position and peak current processing, and remembering that
the LO and RF ports have the same fundamental frequencies,
the filtered IF-output-port signal, v0 t( ) , is

v0 t( ) = 4
π VRF

sin nπ 2( )
n

n=1

∞

∑ cos θRF − θLO( ) (7)

or

v0 t( ) = β
π VRF cos ∆θ( ) (8)

where β ≈ 3.105 for n = 1 to 199.

III.  POSITION TRANSFER FUNCTION

Unsaturated  DBM RF-Port Case

Fig. 1 shows the beam position processor with limiters
connected to the RF- and LO-input DBM ports.  To initially
simplify the mathematical model, assume that there is no
limiter connected to the DBM RF port (i.e., similar to Fig. 5).
The position-processor transfer function, vpos t( ) , is the
combination of Eq. (2) and (8) and is

vpos t( ) = β
π AI AOαVRF cos 2 arctan 10R 20( ) − π 2[ ] (9)

where α  is an dimensionless attenuation circuit-constant  and
AI  and  AO  are the input and output amplifier gains in volts
per volts.

Saturated DBM RF-Port Case

However, for the typical realistic position processor, there
are limiters for each DBM input port, therefore, Eq. (4) and
(5) are rewritten to include the square-wave saturation effect
of the limiters so that

vRF (t) = 2VRF
sin mπ 2( )

mπ 2 sin
m=1

∞

∑ mω RFt + θRF( ) (10)

and

v0 t( ) = 8VRF
sin nπ 2( )

nπ 2
sin mπ 2( )

mπ 2
m=1

∞

∑
n=1

∞

∑
cos mω RFt + θRF( )cos nω LOt + θLO( ). (11)

The unfiltered DBM-IF-port signal is further simplified
by recognizing that Eq. (11) is the convolution of two square
waves and can be expressed as a Fourier series.  After the
same trigonometric identity used between Eq. (5) and (6) is
applied, and higher frequency components are removed using
a LPF, the filtered DBM-IF-port signal becomes

v0 t( ) = 2VRF
8

π 2

sin 2n − 1( ) θLO − θRF( )[ ]
2n − 1( )2

n=1

∞

∑











. (12)

Fig. 3 shows the triangular waveform as a function of the
DBM input-phase difference described by the bracketed
portion of Eq. (12) [5].
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Figure 3:  Waveform of v0 t( ) in Eq. (12).

Since the AM/PM converter does not allow the phase
difference between the two DBM input ports to extend past
±π/2, Eq. (12) is further simplified as

v0 t( ) = β
π

VRF ∆θ( ) (13)

where β = 4 .  Therefore, for the saturated DBM-RF-port
condition, the position-processor transfer-function equation  is

vpos t( ) = 4
π AOαVRF arctan 10R 20( ) − π 4[ ] .(14)

Fig. 4  shows, in practice, how well this model describes the
actual circuitry.  The circuit parameters α , AO , and VRF   were
measured for various input signal ratios, and  a nonlinear least
squares fit based on Eq. (14) was performed on the measured
data.  The fit variable was a single multiplier substituted for
α , AO , and VRF .  As can be seen, the error between the fit
and theory is within a ±0.1 dB band.  The measured centered-
beam multiplier for a 1 dB input ratio was 0.76 volts and the
fitted equation gave a 0.79 volt multiplier.  This difference is
within the measurement errors of the circuit parameters used
in the multiplier.
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Figure 4:  Measured data and fitted theory based on Eq. (14)
and the error between the theory and data are plotted as a
function of the ratio of opposite-lobe input signals.

Alternate Form

The position-processor transfer function can be further
simplified by letting φ = arctan VT VB( ) and using another
trigonometric identity.  The resultant simplification to Eq. (14)
is

vpos t( ) = 4
π AOαVRF arctan

tan φ − 1
tan φ + 1







. (15)

Substituting for φ  in Eq. (15), vpos t( ) is

vpos t( ) = 4
π AOαVRF arctan

VT − VB

VT + VB







. (16)

For beam positions near the center of the probe, Eq. (15) can
be further reduced to

vpos t( ) = 4
π AOαVRF

VT − VB

VT + VB







. (17)

As can be seen from Eq. (16) and (17), the AM/PM ratio
processing technique is a special case of the more generic
"difference-over-sum" (∆/Σ) processing technique.  This
AM/PM technique has a larger dynamic range than other ∆/Σ
processing techniques due to its inherent larger signal-to-noise
characteristics for centered-beam conditions.  Other typical
∆/Σ processors have lower signal-to-noise characteristics
because most circuit realizations have an amplitude-nulling
node or junction within their circuit topology.  This nulling
junction limits the generic ∆/Σ-processor's dynamic-range for
center beam conditions.  As can be seen in Fig. 1, the AM/PM
position processor does not have an amplitude-nulling junction
within its circuit topology, and therefore, has a larger dynamic
range than other ∆/Σ processors.

IV.  CURRENT TRANSFER FUNCTION

Fig. 5 shows how the DBM is used in a synchronous
detector for the peak beam-current processor.  There are two
major differences between the beam position processor as
shown in Fig. 1 and the peak beam current processor.  First,
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Figure 5:   This schematic shows a peak current detector.

the peak current detector uses only a single limiter and,
second,  the LO and RF DBM ports have 0 or π phase
difference between them.  This phase shift allows the RF port
to act as a linear or synchronous detector for the signal
presented to it (i.e., the DBM is a high-frequency full-wave
rectifier for the RF-port sinusoidal-signal).  The peak-current-
processor transfer-function equation is Eq. (8) with ∆θ equal
to 0 or π, and VRF = AIαvLOBES 2  where vLOBES  is the
summation of all probe-lobe signals.  The resultant transfer
function,  vcurrent t( ) , is

vcurrent t( ) = β
2π

AI AOαvLOBES (18)

where, again, β ≈ 3.105.

V.  CONCLUSION

This paper has derived the transfer functions for the
AM/PM beam position and peak current processors.   The
equations were solved for the nonsaturated and saturated
DBM-RF-port beam-position-processor.  The arctan function's
argument, found in the typical saturated RF-port case, is
comprised of the ratio of opposite probe lobes.  After further
simplification, it was found that this AM/PM position-
processor circuit is really a special case of the more general
"difference-over-sum" processing technique.  Finally, the
peak-beam-current transfer function was derived.
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